


dear fr ingers ,
What’s not to like about a night of puppetry, circus arts, dance, music, 
fi lm, and theatre?

The answer is nothing. There is nothing not to like about the above-stated 
things.

Welcome to Nights on the Fringe! Our take on vaudeville, and a snippet of 
some of the types of performances you’ll see when you attend this year’s 
6th Annual Charm City Fringe Festival.

Charm City Fringe aims to shine a spotlight on Baltimore’s performing arts 
community and provide a platform to elevate young and independent 
artists. We want to bring new audiences to the arts, and bring new artists 
to you!

We believe strongly in the prosperity of working artists in our community, 
and we strive to give back as much as possible. The artists you see tonight 
will receive 100% of the ticket sales from Nights on the Fringe. We are a 
completely volunteer-run, volunteer-created, and volunteer-led 
organization, so if you like what you see, support elevating Baltimore’s 
Performing Arts Community by making a tax-deductible contribution 
today!

This November, we’re moving the fringe festival to the Bromo Arts District 
so that you’ll be able to easily walk from venue to venue, grab a drink 
at our headquarters, and then continue moving on to the next 
performance. A huge thank you to our partners at Downtown 
Partnership and Bromo for making it a reality.  

We can’t wait to see you then!  

But for now, enjoy the show!

Zach & Mike, Co-Founders

Nights on the Fringe
      P r o g r a m
Hosts Aaron Henkin 

Josh Kuderna  (Friday Night Only!)
Umar Kahn  (Saturday Night Only!)

House Band Telepathic Dog

June 2, 2017 / night I Derick Ebert
In the Dark Circus Arts
Jim Dandy
Black Cherry Puppet Theater

  [ Intermiss ion ]

Maryland Film Festival Short Film
Cagesafe Productions
Eric Sipes and Kelly Marburger
Derick Ebert
Black Cherry Puppet Theater
Katherine Fahey

June 3, 2017 / night II Club Sandwich
Bmore than Dance
Grim Jackson
Afro House’s Astronaut Symphony

  [ Intermiss ion ]

Maryland Film Festival Short Film
Afro House’s Astronaut Symphony
Katie Kopatjic
Grim Jackson
Schroeder Cherry



aaron henkin creates and produces original radio programs for WYPR. 
His current project is the neighborhood documentary series, Out of the 
Blocks.

umar khan is a Baltimore comedian who has been performing for the 
past seven years. He’s become a regular at clubs, colleges, independent 
shows, and local theaters in the Baltimore and DC areas. He has performed 
at The DC Improv, Baltimore Comedy Factory, Magooby’s Joke House, and 
Creative Alliance Theater. This past year he was invited to perform at Tig 
Notaro’s Bentzen Ball at the Kennedy Center. Umar has had the 
opportunity to open up for great comedians like Todd Barry, 
Judah Friedlander, Hasan Minhaj, and Hari Kondabolu.

josh kudernA is a Baltimore-based stand-up and 
is the host of the Digression Sessions podcast. He’ll 
be hosting LOL @ Artscape this year as well. 
Follow @JoshKuderna on Twitter and Instagram.

telepathic Dog is a collaboration between 
musicians and friends who focus on bringing 
a fresh energy to new music with original 
compositions as well as exploring exciting 
approaches to classic jazz standards. The 
group draws from a wide pool of infl uences 
ranging from folk, electronic, and free jazz 
to modern classical music. The musicians are 
currently all students in the Jazz Program at 
Towson University and actively play around the 
Baltimore music scene.

afro house’s astronaut symphony 
Led by pianist and composer Scott Patterson, the 
Astronaut Symphony creates symphonic performance art 
pieces. Members of the ensemble morph in and out of diff er-
ent media and genres, taking on such roles as musician, singer, 
dancer, visual artist, and actor to stretch, dismantle and reframe barriers.

black cherry puppet theater Michael Lamason is director and co-
founder of Black Cherry Puppet Theater. In pursuing three goals: Excellence 
in the art of puppetry, accessibility to all audiences, and puppets as an 
educational tool, Black Cherry Puppet Theater exemplifi es how small arts 
organizations are catalysts for change and have become a hub for 
Baltimore’s puppetry community. 

cagesafe productions formed in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, 
as a number of UNO Film students evacuated to a farm in Kansas. Unsure 
of the future of their MFA program, they made a feature fi lm. Since then, 
the group has had a number of fi lms play at festivals. Cagesafe Produc-

tions’ own Miceal O’Donnell won the 2015 Baltimore Screenwriting 
Competition and is up for the award again in 2017. 

bmore than dance was founded by CEO Errigh 
LaBoo, who monitored and participated in an under-

ground dance movement in Baltimore City called 
‘Rock Off /Shake Off ’. He organizes and manages 

troupes and individual dancers, djs, emcees, and 
producers to not only compete against each 
other in a variety of competitions across the 
nation, but also helps them to reach their 
potential and pursue their dreams. 

The Shake Off  dance form was created 
through exposure to house music, 
eventually reaching past clubs to 
infl uence dancers across Baltimore. Shake Off  

is extremely entertaining, drawing on many 
elements of hip-hop, vogue, krump, and tap (to 

name a few). It is also incredibly expressive and 
serves as an emotional outlet for many dancers. 

club sandwich is a Baltimore-based, four-person 
acrobatic troupe featuring Kelly Marburger, Libby Jones, 

Eric Sipes, and Asa Keiswetter. As a troupe, Club Sandwich is 
dedicated to developing and performing dynamic explorations of 

collective movement with infl uences ranging from Chinese and Dutch 
acrobatic styles to gymnastic sports acrobatics. Tonight, Club Sandwich 
will debut a new performance created especially for Nights on the Fringe 
titled Creatures. Established in 2014 and evolving ever since, Club 
Sandwich has performed at the NYC Dutch Acrobatics Festival, Capital 
Flight Festival, Artscape 2015, and Nights on the Fringe both 2015 and 
2016.  Members of Club Sandwich also teach acrobatics classes at Asana 
Roots, Urban Evolution, and Baltimore Yoga Village. 

art ist b i o g r a p h i e s



derick ebert is Baltimore’s first and former Youth Poet Laureate. 
He is the author of Black Boy Archaeologist, a poetry book that explores 
the boundaries of bi-racial identity, self-awareness, and young heartache. 
Derick’s poems have been published in American Short Fiction, Baltimore 
magazine and by the Poetry Society of America. He was named Baltimore’s 
2015 Rising Star and has performed on stages from Vermont to New 
Orleans. Derick is currently pursuing his MFA in poetry at Sarah Lawrence 
College and will be giving a TED Talk in November.
  
grim jackson is a 20-year-old spoken word poet from 
Baltimore Maryland. He started writing poetry in high school 
as a way of self-expression and therapy. He is always 
looking to find new ways to reinvent art forms and 
show us a different perspective from our own. His 
popularity first started to rise in 2015, being 
nominated for the top underrated artist of the 
year for his city at the Baltimore Crown Awards 
and having his “Questions” video go viral. He has 
held political positions in his city as the youth 
poet laureate ambassador two years running. 
In 2016, Grim made history by becoming the 
first youth from Baltimore not only to compete 
in both BNV and NPS in the same year, but win 
both, making him the 2016 two-time National 
Slam Champion.
 
in the dark circus arts is a performance 
and training company whose focus is on the 
integration of traditional circus arts with a modern 
flair. They produce performance art with the concept 
of elegant athleticism entwined with fearless creativity. 
They are also a school, where anyone can enrich their lives 
by learning circus arts. 

jim dandy After a successful 5-year tour with the Ringling Bros. and 
Barnum & Bailey Circus, Jim Dandy changed his stage moniker from 
Crickett and began to concentrate on the diverse and colorful world of 
Burlesque, Variety, and Sideshow. A multi-talented dynamo, audiences 
both familiar and unfamiliar with sideshow and burlesque have all been 
delighted and amazed by his antics. No audience is too large or small, Jim 
Dandy is sure to be a hit whether he’s using his unparalleled juggling sticks, 
hosting the show, or simply eating a block of tofu.

katherine fahey worked as a designer and printmaker before 
becoming a shadow puppet performer. Apart from live performance, 
Katherine’s intricate hand cut paper artwork has become music videos 
and live-action films.

katie kopajtic is an actor, writer, producer and director. Her solo 
show, Confessions of a Personal Trainer, is going to Edinburgh 

Fringe this summer, and her film, The Actor, starring 
Catherine Curtin and Lynn Cohen, premiers this fall. 

Kopajtic earned a B.F.A. in Acting from UMBC.

maryland film festival, Baltimore’s 
premiere showcase for independent cinema since 
1999, is proud to curate two mind-expanding 
short films, both standouts from its 2017 
lineup. For more information on the festival, 
visit mdfilmfest.com or follow MDFF on Twitter 
at @MdFilmFestival.

schroeder cherry A native of Washington, 
DC, Schroeder Cherry played with puppets as 
a kid. In college, he tried puppetry to see how 

he would respond to his childhood interest. He 
apprenticed to a puppetmaster in Chicago while 

in college, then joined a troupe before setting 
out on his own. Schroeder has performed original 

shows with puppets in museums, libraries and cultural 
centers for adults and children across the United States. 

Performances include “Can You Spell Harlem?,” “The Land 
of Primary Color,” “Underground Railroad, Not A Subway,”  and 

“How the Sun Came to The Sky.” In April 2017, his puppet “DeAndre” 
performed at Baltimore’s Light City Festival.

eric sipes & kelly marburger both found a passion before ever 
meeting one another: A passion for movement arts. Once they began 
practicing with one another, they weaved their passion together to create 
performances and share their practice with any and everyone. Spending 
countless hours, week after week since 2012, they continue to grow their 
practice with each other and the community.

art ist b i o g r a p h i e s
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